Graphene on germanium substrate – expectations versus reality
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Graphene grown on germanium substrates is considered as a competitive material to the one grown on copper substrates. As its advantages one could enumerate the fact that CVD method can be applied to grow wafer scale graphene on germanium substrates, additionally due to mono crystallinity of the substrate, synthesis of graphene on Ge leads to a relatively well-oriented large-area layer and also graphene transferred from germanium substrates is free of copper contaminations [1-3]. Furthermore, graphene grown on germanium reveals conductivity, transparency, impenetrability comparable to those achieved in graphene synthesized on copper. All these qualities make graphene on germanium attractive in terms of potential application in CMOS technology. However, recent literature reports show that it is not trivial to enhance electrical or structural properties of graphene/germanium system. Hydrogen intercalation of graphene and synthesis of graphene on differently crystallographically oriented germanium substrates do not boost graphene properties as one would expect [4, 5]. Additionally, it was observed that some regions of graphene/germanium system are susceptible to corrosion process, which can be observed at nano- and microscale [6]. Therefore, the electronic properties of such system are modified, especially around defected regions, deteriorating graphene properties. In this work, we demonstrate recent research results on graphene/germanium system pointing out the progress and challenges.
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